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Improving Cutting Tool Quality with
LightSpeed Focus Variation
Rapid and Quantitative Metrology of Saw Blades
Profile and surface finish are key
determinants in the efficiency and
lifetime of saw blades and other
cutting tools, and monitoring these
attributes is critically important
during design and production.
Manufacturers routinely require
a quantitative measurement
solution that can rapidly image
the surface dimensions and form
of the “shark fin” shaped teeth.
Recently the industry has benefited
from the introduction of the
Contour LS-K, which is ideally suited
to this application.

the individual conducting the
measurements, and was impacted
by human-introduced variances
in part positioning, as well as the
subjective information that was
inevitably part of the final analyses.
Early sets of measurement
data were difficult to compare
quantitatively to any new data due

The conventional methods used to
characterize blades required taking
pictures from specific angles with
a 3D stereo microscope. Correct
positioning of the blade to obtain
useful images was a constant
challenge. Once usable images
were acquired, simple photo
analysis was used to evaluate the
tooth tip radii, pitch, form, defect
burrs, and eventually changes to
the teeth in wear testing. This
methodology was very dependent
on the skill and experience of
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to these inconsistencies in sample
placement, data collection, and
human analysis.
The newly launched Contour LS-K
3D Optical Microscope, which
utilizes Bruker’s LightSpeed™ focus
variation technology to capture
form and surface characteristics,
has been evaluated in an attempt

Figure 1. Vision 2D contour plot, 3D map, and color graphic display of saw teeth.

3D Optical Microscopy

to remove these multiple errors
and improve the reliability of
data. This technology is based on
vertically scanning the part with a
small depth of field, and applying
proprietary algorithms to the
data to create exact 3D images.
Multiple display options, including
2D contour and 3D imaging, enable
a variety of extremely accurate
analyses, along with high-quality
true color images of the part
(see Figure 1).

Understanding the tribology of
the blades is very important for
manufacturers, and the ability
to characterize blade wear has
demonstrated that there is often
a correlation between the form of
the blade’s critical surfaces and
ultimate function. It had been
found that simple changes in a
tool’s critical surface dimensions
could significantly impact a
blade’s longevity. In this case,
tool manufacturers found that the
Bruker Contour LS-K 3D Optical
Microscope not only provided
critical wear data that could be
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Figure 2. Multiple blades mounted for automated inspection.

Figure 3. Various tooth pitch measurements.

monitored and compared reliably
over time, but that it also delivered
more visually telling images than
conventional methodologies
(see Figure 3). The issue of user
dependence was also minimized
and made transparent through
reporting features built into the
industry-standard Vision® software.
The accuracy, repeatability,
speed, and ease of use of the
Bruker Contour LS-K 3D Optical
Microscope has been shown to

remove the root causes of error,
allowing the user to capture reliable
data to accelerate the development
of new blade profiles, as well as to
ensure adherence to quality control
standards for existing designs.
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The system’s bright field objectives
also allow live imaging, which
aids in part placement, as well as
in the acquisition of images from
difficult to reach geometries that
challenge other measurement
technologies. A variety of objective
magnifications allows the user
to easily select the appropriate
magnification for the surface
under evaluation. A separate ring
light allows for additional off-axis
lighting that complements the
on-axis objective lighting and
provides both a live imaging and
a higher quality measurement
result. Finally, with proper part
fixturing, Contour LS-K can be fully
automated to characterize multiple
parts without operator intervention
(see Figure 2).

